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The Sift Collection is about sifting through our inner 
selves. This activity should be performed all the time and 

will keep us conscious about the world that surrounds us. 

Each ring from this collection represents a temple 
dedicated to the activity of sifting. Every human being has 

it’s own yin and yang, the duality of black and white, and 
our task is to always be prone to analyze, think and feel 

about balancing our nature.

Their ancient appearance is a reminder that our roots are 
deeply hidden in the past and the reason we are still what 

we are is our understanding of the past.

The Sift collection consists of 21 sculptural and wearable 
rings made of bronze, of which some of them have 

negative intaglio sculptures in quartz, agate and hematite 
stone and miniature oil paintings. 
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Ring No.1

Hand carved bronze



Ring No.2

Hand carved bronze



Ring No.4

Hand carved bronze



Ring No.5

Hand carved bronze



Ring No.9

Hand carved bronze



Ring No.10

Hand carved bronze



Ring No.15

Hand carved bronze



Ring No.18

Hand carved bronze



Ring No.20

Hand carved bronze



Hand carved bronze, miniature oil paintings 
and enamel rings
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Ring No.7

Hand carved bronze, enamel





Ring No.12

Hand carved bronze, miniature oil paintings, enamel



Ring No.16

Hand carved bronze, miniature oil painting, enamel



Hand carved bronze, hand carved stones
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Ring No.3

Hand carved bronze, hand carved agate



Ring No.14

Hand carved bronze, hand carved hematite



Ring No.17

Hand carved bronze, hand carved hematite



Hand carved bronze, sculptures in stones / 
negative intaglio technique
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Ring No.6

Hand carved bronze, hand carved agate / 
Sculpture in stone - negative intaglio technique





Ring No.8

Hand carved bronze, hand carved agate / 
Sculpture in stone - negative intaglio technique





Ring No.11

Hand carved bronze, hand carved quartz / 
Sculpture in stone - negative intaglio technique





Ring No.13

Hand carved bronze, hand carved quartz /
Sculpture in stone - negative intaglio technique



Hand carved bronze, sculptures in enamel / 
negative intaglio technique
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Ring No.19

Hand carved bronze / 
Sculpture in enamel - negative intaglio technique



Ring No.21

Hand carved bronze / 
Sculpture in enamel - negative intaglio technique
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Jewellery EM

by

Ena Mulavdic and Ebrahim Mohammadian

Ena Mulavdic and Ebrahim Mohammadian are jewellery designers and 
artists who work together on their exceptional jewellery designs. They 

have founded their own jewellery brand “Jewellery EM” in 2016. 

The story of the Jewellery EM has it`s beginning in Istanbul, where Ena 
and Ebrahim have met in 2013. While both came from different cultures 

and met in equally multicultural Istanbul, they had much to share 
about their lifestyles and world outlook. At that time Ena was studying 

her master`s degree in Industrial Desing at Mimar Sinan University, 
while Ebrahim was working as a thriving young freelance artist and 

jewellery designer. The idea for creating a common brand came 
after three beautiful years of caring friendship, mutual support and 

genuine understanding of each other`s philosophy of life. Moreover, the 
mixture of different cultures and origins that they have in common was 
appealing and winsome, bringing a special charm into their friendship 

and peculiarly into Jewellery EM brand.  

Their work explores life in every single way – from birth to death, with 
all the love, hate, happiness, sadness, excitement, good, bad, care, 

prosper, decline, lightness, darkness and numerous other conditions 
and situations that we all are exposed to during our lifetime. Each 

piece of Jewellery EM is unique and inimitably designed, making them 
a significant art piece. Their unprecedented esthetics derives from a 
prosperous mélange of artistic and design skills, while freely using a 

wide variety of materials. Their designs are fusion of different and rich 
backgrounds, both collaborating in making a profound and wonderful 
jewellery designs. All of the Jewellery EM is made carefully, with loads 

of love, in their studio.

Ena and Ebrahim have previously exposed their artworks and designs 
all around the world, participated in numerous design festivals and their 

work has took a part in several magazines and books. 
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